Test Less, Know More
Scantron solutions and services support your measures

Educators know that assessment is a crucial part of today's educational climate. They also realize the need to balance reduced testing time demanded by parents with accountability requirements that are based on high-quality assessments. Scantron has a range of assessment and analytics solutions that can help you achieve that balance.

Monitor
student achievement with Scantron Assessment Solutions and Services

- Interim assessment throughout the year
- Fixed-form and adaptive testing:
  » Standards-based
  » Single assessment ➔ multiple scores
  » Integrate with your SIS
- Assessment development services and consulting

Analyze
results with Scantron Analytics

- No data warehouse needed
- Dashboards provide easy snapshots
- Explore your data by simply clicking
- Quick disaggregation for deeper analysis

Predict
performance with Scantron Analytics and Psychometric Services

Includes:

- Early Warning System
- Customizable indicators and thresholds
- Email alerts for newly at-risk students
- Easily view changing profiles
- Predictive validity and other psychometric studies and services

“...the higher their state test results are. And schools who are using Scantron Analytics are seeing reduced behavior problems.”

— Julie Oziemkowski, Director of School Improvement
Community Unit School District 200, IL
Monitor Student Achievement

Measure Student Growth with scheduled Interim Assessments

Interim assessments—get more value from one measure:
Universal screening • Program placement • Standards tracking
Summative test predictions • Norm group comparisons

Classroom tools—connect assessment and instruction:
Long and short forms for flexible test administration • Create items and tests
Use available item banks • Support instructional planning with connected resources

Analyze Results

Dashboard Sources

Set Thresholds

Scantron Analytics

Data Sources

Track students who move from On Track to At Risk

Get Email Alerts

See Charts

Services Available Year-round

Program Management Services • Digital Resources • Virtual and On-Site Professional Development • Assessment Consulting
Spotlight on
Baldwin County Schools, AL

Baldwin County Schools, Alabama, saw overall academic gains in nearly every school in the county. Alabama chose Scantron’s Performance Series as its state-wide interim summative assessment and many districts also use Performance Series as a growth measure throughout the school year. This computer-adaptive exam is tightly connected to Alabama’s education standards, and expands educator’s options to measure students’ growth beyond a single summative test.

3-point increase in state report card score.
All schools scored C or higher.

“The thing that we love about...Performance Series is that it is a formative measure. We give it three times a year. We give it right after Labor Day for a baseline score. We give it again in February to see how kids are improving. And then the summative piece is in April. So it gives us opportunity to check along the way.”
— Dr. Joyce Woodburn, Baldwin County Academic Dean

Available Services

Assessment Development Services
Whether you need support for the entire assessment development cycle or targeted help with a few key activities, Scantron’s team of experts can help you develop assessments.

Professional Development
Scantron’s experts can work with you to create sessions for key educators or assessment specialists on the assessment development cycle.

Psychometric Support and Research
Scantron has developed a suite of psychometric and research services to help educators understand and use assessment results.

Client Program Management and Implementation Services
Scantron provides states with essential tools and informed support recommended for statewide implementation and continued growth.

Data Integration and Development Services
Scantron provides a variety of data integration and development services to help you get the most out of your statewide implementation.

About Us
Scantron® provides a comprehensive set of solutions that help improve student outcomes in K-12 education. We offer software and services to meet the needs of customers’ assessment programs regardless of where they are on the technology spectrum—pure paper, pure online, or anywhere in between.